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Jenny Mason

From: Stephen Cottingim
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 10:01 AM
To: Matthew Sadowski; Jason Englund; Candice Madsen
Cc: Jenny Mason
Subject: RE: Please Read in Regards to Grant Napier - Thankyou!

Hello Matthew, 
 
We will upload the email to our public file. Thanks. 
 
Steve 
 
 
Steve Cottingim 
Senior Vice President | Market Manager | Sacramento 
280 Commerce Circle  Sacramento, CA 95815 
O 916.923.6814   M 916.425.8791 
scottingim@bonneville.com 

 
 
From: Matthew Sadowski <msadowski@bonneville.com>  
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 9:57 AM 
To: Stephen Cottingim <scottingim@bonneville.com>; Jason Englund <jenglund@ksl.com>; Candice Madsen 
<cmadsen@bonneville.com> 
Subject: FW: Please Read in Regards to Grant Napier - Thankyou! 
 
 
 
- Matthew 
 
From: Scott Rivers <scottarivers@icloud.com>  
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 5:21 AM 
To: Matthew Sadowski <msadowski@bonneville.com> 
Subject: Please Read in Regards to Grant Napier - Thankyou! 
 
Dear Matthew, 
I apologize, but I have had a few days to become more gracious and calm and have put together another 
letter in support of Grant Napier. I would greatly appreciate it if you would read through it. Thank you so 
much. 
 
I have a very deep love for the Sacramento Kings. Even after an injury as a cameraman for the Kings 
changed my life and drove me both from my employment and my love of watching “Live" games.  
 
I was completely heartbroken, shocked, and angry when Grant got let go. I’ve met Grant a few times and 
have listened and connected via social media extensively over the last 8 years. We even met up for 
dinner in Thailand while Grant was getting fit for some custom suits.  
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Grant is an old school guy. A dedicated working professional that is the most talented play by play guy in 
the NBA in my opinion. He also is a great man with a huge heart. His NY brashness and ability to say 
what needs to be said in regards to anyone with bad character or in setting a bad example for the team or 
society.  
 
He rarely gets dragged into any political argument and maintains the most professional stance in the 
business. I can understand this kind of professional angle since it can create a "no-win" conversation in 
Sacramento. There are many people on both or all sides of the fence.  
 
I would say, however, that Grant’s character is impeccable. His actions in the community, his love of the 
team, his family, and his good morals follow a consistent pattern - which has proven a winning formula for 
him over 30 years in the business.  
 
Due to bad timing - the worst really - Grant got caught up in a rare political moment answering a tweet 
from disgruntled DeMarcus Cousins with an "All Lives Matter - Every Single One" response that sent the 
twitterverse into an uproar.  
 
It seems to everyone that wants to claim what Grant’s intentions were to be an off-color remark - when in 
reality it was just a remark from the heart in the same way my mother, myself or the 100’s of people I’ve 
read on the social networks could have answered. It would not have happened a few days later as the 
protesting went national and even international and it would not have happened if Grant were watching a 
ton of news and cable networks. It also wouldn’t have happened if KHTK made BLM front and center 
publicly before the protests. 
 
What all of us realized during this challenging time is that it isn’t appropriate to say what your heart and 
upbringing could tell you since the phrase “All Lives Matter” has been pirated by a Trump and white 
supremacy reaction to Black Lives Matter.  
 
Grants immediate reaction when told so was to apologize deeply, yet he was not allowed to do so 
publicly.  
 
I watch a fair bit of news and I have seen the “all lives matter” reply a few times, yet I could still see myself 
using it subconsciously with the very best of intentions. For me, YES, Black Lives Matter! and Police 
brutality has got to stop. But I also think about my friends and people I know in the community who are 
outstanding police officers. I naturally want to support them as well.  
 
So yes, this has been a learning moment for myself and unfortunately a devastating one for Grant as well. 
Grant who has put his kids through college and is on the better side of a divorce will be greatly affected by 
this situation.  
 
And this is what gets me. Where are those leaders that should’ve had Grant’s back and as Marcos 
Brenton suggested in the Sacramento Bee make this into a teaching moment? 
 
You know Grant! You know what kind of person he is! He not only is the best in the business, he is a loyal 
company man and makes sure he calls out deviant or bad behavior from players, coaches, or anyone who 
is affecting the team in a bad way. He is no racist, which is what this firing will paint him to be.  
 
Where is his professional family? Where are his colleagues? Where are those who have benefited from 
Grant’s tireless work? 
 
The 3 players who threw Grant to the Twitter-wolves, had rocky relationships with Grant due to their own 
behavior at times. Chris from his college days not admitting to excepting money, Demarcus for his 
constant tantrums and disruptive behavior, and Matt Barnes I’m sure for some of the self-proclaimed bad 
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boy situations that he put himself into. Yet Grant always spoke in a graduating way as teaching moments 
and nudging toward team play. If it went if went too far I assure you that was no one-way street. 
 
I realize that it seems nothing can be done and it may seem time to move on, but I ask you to do the right 
thing and make some kind of amends to clear Grant's name or better yet - bring him back.  It could even 
help the BLM platform maintain some needed public exposure as the protest simmer down.  
 
My dream would be to fully reinstate Grant and create a serious community service effort out of it. You 
just can't tear down someone's life like that. It isn’t right.  
 
Grant is the best. Now I'm living in Asia and not being able to attend games I watch or listen to every 
single game. My first year my service only delivered the local broadcasters on away games and I had to 
bear through some terrible broadcast teams. I also listened to KHTK live and had Grant even mention that 
I was listening “live” quite a few times.   
 
I love listening to Grant - he brings the game to life both during the games and year round. Grant and 
Jerry were outstanding on TV. And now Grant and Doug have created an amazing duo in both mediums.  
 
I’m sad to admit that I do not look forward to a season without Grant's work.  
 
Thank you for listening. Thank you for your efforts in the Black Lives Matter movement. Please, Please 
take care of your family, my family too. Please bring back Grant Napier.  
 
I know I am not alone and I know there will be some loud whiners-especially on twitter. But I assure you, 
the season ticket holders and a majority of community members will get behind a backing "our family 
stance" - especially one paired with BLM front and center as part of the healing.  
 
With respect, 
 
Scott Herrigstad 
former Kings cameraman 
Kings fan for life 
 


